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Abstract—Natural language is the instinctive form of communication humans use among each other. Recently large language models have drastically improved and made natural language interfaces viable for all kinds of applications. We argue that the use of natural language is a great tool to make explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) accessible to end users. We present our concept and work in progress implementation of a new kind of XAI dashboard that uses a natural language chat. We specify 5 design goals for the dashboard and show the current state of our implementation. The natural language chat is the main form of interaction for our new dashboard. Through it the user should be able to control all important aspects of our dashboard. We also define success metrics we want to use to evaluate our work. Most importantly we want to conduct user studies because we deem them to be the best method of evaluation for end-user-centered applications.

Index Terms—XAI, natural language explanations, interactive explanations, personalized explanations, XAI dashboard

I. INTRODUCTION

In the age of data-driven decision-making, artificial intelligence (AI) has become an integral component of many industrial, commercial, and research sectors [1]–[3]. While the advancements of AI promise unprecedented efficiency, accuracy, and scalability, these algorithms often operate as ‘black boxes’, the inner workings of which remain a mystery even to the very engineers who create them. As technology gets more advanced, it is important to understand how AI makes its decisions and the reasoning behind these decisions [4], [5].

The European Union’s Artificial Intelligence Act (AI Act) underscores the importance of transparency in AI applications, particularly in high-risk scenarios and specifically mentions that users of AI systems have to be able to interpret their output [6]. The proposed AI Act specifically states, “Users should be able to interpret the system output and use it appropriately” [7]. Such regulations, designed to ensure accountability and ethics in AI, mandate that AI solutions offer clarity and justification for their decisions. This could create an environment where understanding AI is not merely a luxury - it is a legal and ethical necessity [8].

Generally, humans learn better with multiple modalities [9]. For example, text and visualizations which are both potent mediums, with text offering depth and detail, while visual elements provide immediate, intuitive insights [10]. An optimal interface for AI explanations, therefore, should seamlessly integrate both [11]. However, the challenge arises when one notes that most of the XAI implementations lean too heavily on the technical side, often overwhelming end users with intricate metrics and confusing data visualizations [12]–[14].

Fortunately, in the last decade, XAI has arguably matured, providing robust tools and frameworks to interpret intricate AI models. Moreover, the advent of large language models (LLMs), such as the GPT variants, due to their transformer architecture, offer potentially unparalleled capability to generate human-like text, serving as a bridge between complex algorithms and human comprehension [15]–[18].

Our proposed XAI dashboard, RIXA (real-time interactive XAI analyser)1 aims to place the user at its core. It allows the user to obtain all the technical details on demand. But it aims at shifting the focus away from complex technical metrics, eliminating the need for users to navigate through complicated technical graphs and plots or the need to understand difficult AI concepts. Instead, it offers an intuitive platform where users can generate the explanations they need, at the granularity they desire, leveraging the combined strength of text and visual outputs. By empowering users, we aim to demystify AI, fostering an environment of understanding and transparency.

Building on the philosophy of our proposed XAI dashboard RIXA, we outlined design goals in Section III that underscore its foundational principles. RIXA aims to be inherently end-user-centered. It should cater to individuals irrespective of their technical background. It should be extensible, adapting to the diverse needs and user preferences. The platform is designed to be conversational and interactive, fostering a dynamic engagement between the AI and its users. Rather

1Our implementation and documentation can be found here: https://github.com/finnschwall/RIXA
than making interpretations, RIXA’s core function should be to inform, providing clear and unbiased information. Above all, RIXA demonstrates transparency, aiming at forging a pathway for genuine confidence in AI systems.

The sections that follow are structured as such: Section II delves into the foundational concepts of XAI and the intricacies of natural language processing, while Section III presents the envisioned goals for the development of our dashboard. Building on this foundation, Section IV proposes our dashboard concept, explaining its features related to the natural language chat, explanatory mechanisms, and associated technical aspects. After presenting our dashboard in detail, Section V discusses the ongoing development of RIXA and presents planned future work, in addition to stating the metrics we plan to use to evaluate the success of our dashboard. We conclude the paper in Section VI, where we summarize the key takeaways and discuss potential future directions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Explainable Artificial Intelligence

In the expansive world of AI, XAI has garnered significant interest and research [19]. At its core, XAI aims to make the often complex and opaque decision-making processes of AI models transparent, interpretable, and justifiable to human users. As the integration of AI systems into various sectors like finance and medicine increases, so does the requirement for these systems to be not just efficient, but also understandable [20].

A recurrent criticism of XAI is its overwhelmingly technical complexity [21]. Numerous techniques, algorithms, and models that fall under the XAI umbrella tend to be detailed and intricate, often riddled with deep mathematical formulations [22]. While these technicalities ensure precision and meticulousness, they may exclude a significant portion of the intended audience: the non-technical users or stakeholders. For many, the core value of XAI lies not in the intricate mathematics but in the ability to understand and effectively use AI-based systems in real-world contexts [23], [24].

Upon examining the vast literature on XAI [19], [25]–[31], one may observe an interesting trend: a multiplicity of methods that, at their essence, offer similar insights or outcomes. Whether it is the extraction of feature importance, surrogate modeling, or visualization techniques, users usually concentrate on the result and not the mode of generation of explanations [32].

B. XAI Dashboards

In general, a dashboard is a graphical user interface that provides users with easy access to important information and data visualizations. Dashboards are commonly used to present key performance indicators, metrics, and other data in a concise and understandable format. In the context of XAI, dashboards traditionally provide an interface for users to explore and interpret the outputs of machine learning models. These dashboards typically display visualizations aiming to help users understand why a model makes the decisions it does [33]. They can be the first step in promoting transparency and accountability in machine learning systems. They aim at allowing users to explore and understand the models’ decision-making processes, which can help to identify biases, errors, or other issues in the model. Some dashboards related to our work are presented in the next section.

C. Related Work

The following popular interactive dashboards fulfill some of our design goals listed in Section III but are not conversational: ModelStudio2 [34] is a wrapper for the Dalex3 library which creates a serverless site from the Dalex methods. The presentation is fairly technical and geared towards Dalex users. OmniXAI 4 [35] is a collection of XAI visualizations in a dashboard. The methods can also be used without the dashboard. While some code is necessary to create the dashboard, it is minimal. However, it targets users creating models or users that are very familiar with machine learning. Google Explainable AI5 is a dashboard with a wide range of methods. Generally, they are presented more understandably than the other XAI dashboards. Still, it mainly addresses model creators and not end users. Additionally, it is not open source.

Other than dashboards, there are language based approaches. XAINES [36] and Mediators [37] are potentially very similar in concept to our approach, but there is no public implementation as of now. Glass-Box [38], [39] is out of the concept stage. It generates counterfactuals in an interactive text-based approach. However, it is limited to counterfactuals and is not extendable or open source. Although the concept of ConvXAI [40] seems very similar to ours, it is not extendable and it is questionable if it is end user centered. While there is a GitHub repository6, it is inactive and undocumented which means that it lacks the much needed transparency.

TalkToModel [41] has reached a deployable stage, is open source, includes tutorials and is extendable. It is however limited to text-only interactions. The repository7 is not actively developed anymore. Additionally, the key element, the chatbot, seems to be very limited in its ability to converse with a user and understand the user’s intent. Most importantly, given the representation of the explanation, text combined with numbers, it is debatable if it is truly end-user-friendly.

Lastly, the system ExpliClas [42] is working and able to generate multimodal explanations. It is open source and extendable but not geared towards end users and limited to WEKA8.

More recently ChatGPT Plugins9 were introduced to provide ChatGPT access to information sources and third party

2https://github.com/ModelOriented/modelStudio
3https://github.com/ModelOriented/DALEX
4https://github.com/salesforce/OmniXAI
5https://cloud.google.com/explainable-ai
6https://github.com/Naviden/ConvXAI
7https://github.com/dylan-slack/TalkToModel
8“Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis” which is a data mining toolbox developed in Java, mainly by researchers affiliated to the University of Waikato (New Zealand).
9https://platform.openai.com/docs/plugins/introduction
APIs. It is in an early stage of development, exclusive to the registered customers and not open source. This functionality could however be used to create a similar application to ours.

Ultimately, to our knowledge none of the current systems can fulfill all of our requirements listed in Section III, although TalkToModel and ChatGPT Plugins come the closest. Many concepts do not seem to leave an early development or prototype stage. There is also the problem with missing transparency, either through non-disclosed or non-documented code or user studies that are hard to comprehend.

D. Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) represents an important component in the development of XAI systems. By enabling AI systems to understand, generate, and interact with natural language, it lays the foundation of an effective human-machine communication. A specific use case are natural language chat system. The best chat systems currently are built on LLMs, to which an overview is given in the following.

The rise of pretrained language models (LMs) has revolutionized the field of modern NLP [43], [44]. Recently, LMs use transformer-based architectures (GPT, Llama). Through intensive pretraining on massive amounts of text data, the LM gains an inherent understanding of linguistic nuances, context, and semantics. Fine-tuning these pretrained LMs on task-specific domains or target tasks can use the acquired knowledge to achieve improved performance on downstream tasks. This approach proves to be very effective and establishes itself as the pretraining, fine-tuning paradigm [45].

With the insight that scaling the size of model and dataset has a decisive impact on the LM’s performance [44], [46], [47], large pretrained LMs emerge and constantly beat the state of the art performance on various NLP tasks [46], [48], [49]. The release of Llama models and the fine-tuned Llama variants (Alpaca, Vicuna), however, demonstrates that with efficient implementation, smaller LLMs can achieve comparable performance to larger models [50]. Moreover, memory usage can be further decreased e.g., through quantization techniques [51], and methods of parameter-efficient fine-tuning [52]. An example of this is Low Rank Adaptations (LoRAs). These are able to adapt a LLM’s behavior to specific use cases while substantially reducing memory and computational requirements compared to a full fine-tuning.

Using these techniques, it is feasible to build a natural language chat system by adapting a pretrained LLM to the domain of XAI and our specific use case.

III. DESIGN GOALS

In this section we present the design goals that shape the development of our dashboard. Our design goals are listed below and explained in detail in the following sections:

1) End-User-Centered
2) Extendable
3) Conversational and Interactive
4) Inform, don’t Interpret
5) Transparency and Data Protection

1) End-User-Centered

Our application’s most important design goal is its focus on the end user. Users can be everything, ranging from domain experts with specialized knowledge to laypeople. Using the dashboard should not require previous knowledge in XAI. The deployed dashboard, with its simple layout, aims for intuitive use without requirement of technical expertise.

2) Extendable

Another key concept is our approach’s extendability and modularity. A powerful plugin system will be integrated. It will support the inclusion of a vast variety of capabilities into the server, with focused support on XAI plugins. This modularity enables us to support a wide array of use cases and target audiences. The dashboard can fulfill completely different tasks, depending on the plugin configuration.

3) Conversational and Interactive

Through the use of LLMs we aim to provide a conversational and interactive experience. We envision a natural language chat being the dashboard’s main interaction method through which users can control all aspects of their experience. Users can explicitly ask for explanations in natural language or visualizations. They can ask follow-up questions for more details on what an explanation shows or how it is generated. They can also request information about the underlying machine learning model or instructions on using the dashboard.

4) Inform, don’t Interpret

The next design criterion is that our dashboard should aim to minimally influence the user. The dashboard should inform the user with information grounded in factual data. The dashboard is not supposed to draw any conclusions for the user and only wants to give them the information needed to reach an informed conclusion.

This design goal requires consideration of some technical and psychological problems. LLMs tend to hallucinate, meaning they can create factually false information. To maintain our end-user-centric goal, it is crucial to take measures to mitigate this. It is important to inform users when something is unclear or unknown, rather than fabricating a plausible answer. Therefore, factual data should support the LLM. Relatedly, the dashboard should alert users to technical problems or drawbacks. For instance, if an XAI technique requires a large training dataset for robust results and such data is unavailable, the user should be informed of this potential issue. In addition to these technical issues, psychological problems also need to be addressed. Users often seek confirmation of their biases, a factor the dashboard should consider.

5) Transparency and Data Protection

This summarizes several important points for our design. Firstly, we publish all our code and documentation as open source. Besides being open source, it should be usable without any closed-source dependencies. We also plan on providing a running online live demo. However, being online will not be
a necessity. The dashboard should also run locally without an internet connection. Lastly, we will prioritize privacy and data protection. Users of our dashboard will maintain sovereignty and control over their data and its processing.

**Summary**

Here, we presented five design goals for our work. Focusing on end users is crucial to our work. We chose Design Goals 1 and 3 because we believe that XAI needs to be more user-friendly and intuitive to achieve a broader adaptation. Design Goal 2 aims to ensure our scope is not too narrow and supports a wide variety of use cases. Design Goal 4, born from common criticism of LLMs, ensures the reliability of information provided by our dashboard. Lastly, Design Goal 5 represents the authors’ beliefs that applications aiming to increase transparency should themselves be transparent and safeguard user data.

**IV. RIXA - REAL-TIME INTERACTIVE XAI ANALYSER**

Here, we present RIXA, our design and implementation based on the design goals laid out in the previous section.

To facilitate this, we put a multimodal approach, i.e., a chat for text-based user interaction and a dashboard for visualizations in the center of the application. Through the chat, users can ask all kinds of questions and get not only natural language explanations but also dashboard elements.

To demonstrate the dashboard, this section starts with a broad overview of the dashboard with screenshots taken from a development version. Following this comes Section IV-B that describes features and designs in more detail.

**A. RIXA User Experience**

In the following we show a first look at RIXA and demonstrate an exemplary user interaction. We chose a medical scenario with a heart disease prediction dataset. RIXA’s appearance and UI can be fully customized. But the default version consists of a chat on the right and room for interactive elements on the left (see Figure 1 and 2). We aim for a natural and intuitive chat interaction, more details on the chat can be found in Section IV-B1. The user can ask questions about the specific scenario. These are answered in text and, if applicable, with visualizations that are shown in the dashboard part on the left. XAI or other plugins are automatically selected if they provide relevant information. Requests are translated into function calls, more details on this can be found in Section IV-B2. The results can be visualized, integrated into the chat response or both. In the following example a SHAP and a data exploration plugin are used.

Figure 1 shows the beginning of an interaction. After the user is greeted they ask for risk factors for heart disease. RIXA recognizes that this request can be answered by calculating a feature importance with SHAP. It shows the SHAP plot on the left and explains some relevant features in the chat.

The conversation continues in Figure 2. Here, the user proceeds to asks for the age distribution in the dataset which is answered with a histogram provided by the data exploration plugin. Afterwards the user asks for the average age of heart disease patients. This request is handled by the data exploration plugin as well. It automatically creates a query for patients with heart disease in the dataset and calculates the mean of their age. At the end the user asks for the influence of their age. RIXA references the feature importance from the earlier response and explains the effect of an older age but also advises the user to consult with a doctor for a comprehensive evaluation.

This example shows that RIXA can translate natural language questions into relevant function calls to answer user questions. It can also integrate the data generated by plugins into its responses and reference previous answers. Next, we show some of the technicalities.

**B. Details**

Here we present some details on how RIXA works and how it can be used. RIXA is implemented in Python. We do not present the full architecture here. Everyone interested in that can have a look at our GitHub repository.

---

10 The screenshots are not altered, and come from a running version of RIXA (September 2023).

11 [https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/aasheesh200/framingham-heart-study-dataset](https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/aasheesh200/framingham-heart-study-dataset)

12 [https://github.com/shap/shap](https://github.com/shap/shap)

13 [https://github.com/finnschwall/RIXA](https://github.com/finnschwall/RIXA)
1) Chat: The natural language chat is the key component of RIXA, serving both as the conversational user interface and the main interaction method with the dashboard (Design Goals 1, and 3). Its main functionality is achieved through integrating state of the art LLMs, such as the OpenAI models through OpenAI’s API or the Llama-based models through local integration. Details on the LLM integration can be found in the following section.

If users want to go back to an earlier response and steer the chat in an alternative direction, users can manually edit the chat history, for example by deleting or altering messages. Additionally, they can check out the metadata (used embeddings, details on function calls, see Figure 7) to get detailed information on how a message was created. Since the LLMs have seen diverse formatting in the training data, the chat system is also able to support formatting languages like LaTeX, Markdown and HTML.

As already mentioned above, we design the natural language chat system as the main interaction method with the dashboard. Besides the chat history, information about the dashboard elements, including their contents and placements, are also embedded in the input of the chat system, which enables users to ask for a plot, ask questions about the dashboard elements and conduct some manipulations of the displayed elements such as to zoom in on a plot.

The chat system also has access to relevant information about the deployed XAI methods, datasets and LLMs (see Design Goal 4). Users can thus also ask for underlying information and specific context to double check or search for additional information, more details on that are provided in the next section.

2) LLM Integration: The implementation of LLMs is a central aspect of RIXA’s function, although it is not exclusively reliant on LLMs for its operation (see Section IV-B3).

The LLM is a specialized plugin within the RIXA framework, enabling the addition of new forms of LLMs as they become available. This even applies to those that may not conform to the current standards. The current version of RIXA supports all OpenAI models and local LLMs with hardware acceleration. RIXA has been tested on a limited scope, currently with NVIDIA GPUs using cuBLAS14, primarily using a local version based on llama.cpp15. Systems similar to llama.cpp or ones that use OpenAI’s API specifications can be integrated without the use of much code.

While ensuring full control and privacy, the use of local LLMs is not without drawbacks. Performance both in terms of human perception as well as in terms of computing demands is an ongoing area of work (see Section V).

A vital objective of RIXA is to inform users, not interpret for them or provide misleading information as stated in Design Goal 4. In order to maintain the factual accuracy of the LLM’s responses, it is provided with relevant text segments. The text retrieval is done by plugins. There are standard plugins for that but the details can be changed by developers. If for example a specific use case involves private data that should not be fed into an online LLM, the text retrieval has to be adapted to be aware of that.

Knowledge about the state of the dashboard is provided to the LLM by injecting it into the context, which includes information about interactive elements, their appearance and functionality. This provides the user with a more interactive way of questioning the LLM, for instance, the user can request to zoom in on a specific region.

We recognize the importance of adapting to users’ needs and cognitive requirements. For instance, a medical dashboard could be accessed by both patients and doctors, who have very different needs and knowledge levels. While some of this adaptation is intrinsically done by the LLM matching the user’s language style, we aim to develop a more sophisticated system. The current idea is to achieve a more reasonable result via LoRAs (see Section V).

Lastly, it is important to discuss the LLM’s interaction with the server and plugin system. LLMs can utilize plugins or functions. This is accomplished by feeding all available plugin functions with information such as parameters, data types, value ranges, default values, and associated help texts into the LLM. The LLM utilizes this information to call functions. Both the format of the function call and the way the LLM attempts to call a function can differ widely. The server handles any necessary translation.

Our primary focus for future versions is to make initial LLM integration as seamless as possible. We envision a version already outfitted with a locally pre-integrated LLM.

3) Plugin System: The plugin system forms the backbone of RIXA and is our approach of fulfilling Design Goal 2. It is the mechanism that enables the inclusion of XAI components or any other additional features into the system. However, the details of their implementation are quite technical and not the primary focus of this paper. For an in-depth understanding of the plugin system, we recommend referring to our published documentation or the GitHub repository.

The fundamental idea behind the plugin system is to facilitate the seamless integration of arbitrary code, preferably with a LLM. Figure 3 shows an example for how a plugin looks like.

![Exemplary plugin code](https://github.com/ggerganov/llama.cpp)

---

14 https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cublas/
15 https://github.com/ggerganov/llama.cpp
The server handles all other aspects, including resource management. Plugins run in a new process or thread (although usually a process). Plugin developers can specify allowed load parameters, for instance, in case of heavy AI models, where requests need to be queued. The server can manage this and more, automatically.

The server also oversees resources on the system, preventing an overload of concurrent calls. It handles per-user load to ensure that a user does not inundate the system with requests. Deadlock detection is another crucial feature managed by the server.

Plugins do not have to reside on the same computer; they are network-based. Only the plugin server code needs to be installed, which is a separate, lightweight package with minimal dependencies. The relationship among the plugin and server is many-to-many, enabling the potential for plugins as a service for private RIXA instances.

We support most Python versions, and potentially other languages too, although we have not explored this extensively. Technically, C++, C#, and Java are supported, but a local Python surrogate would be needed for the parameters and layout.

Plugins are available as locally importable packages in any other (connected) plugin, as via the normal python import statement. We have a custom import system in the background handling network imports.

The API and plugin server code is available in different forms like: Standard, Functional and Manual. The choice can be made per plugin, and all options can run simultaneously on the same server. The specifics boil down to a choice between a high- and low-level interface. If so desired, everything the server does can be taken care of manually by the plugin developers.

In conclusion, RIXA’s plugin system is designed to be flexible and robust, catering to a variety of needs and performance requirements.

4) Configuration: The configuration of RIXA is designed with the intention to be easily setup and accessible for users, even those without a technical background. RIXA is typically installed globally, and specific instances are managed via working directories. This allows for comprehensive configuration, enabling to tailor the system to specific needs and preferences.

There are many options for customization. The server’s behavior i.e. technicalities, appearance etc. can be changed via the primary configuration file. An excerpt from such a configuration can be seen in Figure 4.

In addition to the main configuration file, RIXA’s plugin system (see Section IV-B3) supports a system, where plugins can be easily added via drag-and-drop (see Figure 8. The system automatically parses and loads new plugins. Remote plugins can also be added via configuration files, but the server will not accept connections that have not been configured, as a security measure.

Plugins can be configured individually via plugin configuration files. These files always contain common settings such as virtual environment, resource management, etc. However, each plugin can also define individual settings, providing further customization options for users.

Beyond the configuration files, RIXA also offers an administrative GUI for a visual representation of the system’s configuration. This GUI allows for live loading, unloading, starting, and restarting of plugins. It also supports live plugin configuration changes and provides status information. An exemplary admin interface can be seen in the appendix (Figure 8).

5) Transparency and Data Protection: Many of the components relevant to this point are mentioned in previous sections. However, the fulfillment of Design Goal 5 does not rely on one implementation alone. RIXA and all its components are open source and distributed under the Apache 2.0 license\textsuperscript{16}. This means that anyone can have a look at them, try them out and change them. To encourage this, we aim to document all our code and provide examples for easy entry.

RIXA also aims to be truly local, platform independent\textsuperscript{17} and use as little resources as possible\textsuperscript{18}. Therefore, it should run on most consumer hardware without an internet connection. RIXA also supports SSL encryption, not only between the user and server but also between the plugins. This means that data processed by it is protected. Depending on the criticality of the data, different usage modes are possible from an online version using for example ChatGPT to a completely offline and fully encrypted version using a local LLM.

\textsuperscript{16}https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
\textsuperscript{17}Tested so far under Ubuntu, Debian, Windows 10 native and WSL2.
\textsuperscript{18}In the current version RIXA’s memory footprint is less than 200 MiB.
V. DEVELOPMENT ROAD MAP

RIXA is a project in development. Here we try to lay out how the project is developing and will develop in the future. However, this is just a snapshot. Further, we hope for an exchange with those developing plugins and XAI.

Currently ongoing development is listed in V-A. Planned but not yet started research and development is listed in V-B. The section ends with how we want to evaluate our work in V-C.

A. Active development

Under the umbrella of active development, we put everything that is scheduled to be mostly finished by the time the paper is published. While most of this concerns areas currently being worked on, others are scheduled for the near future.

One of the significant shortcomings of RIXA is its lack of testing and external feedback. So far RIXA has only been used by less than 20 people on the user side and just 4 on the developer side. While RIXA is very stable in our usage, this stability may not extend to all use cases that other developers may have. We also expect that our envisioned and implemented API very likely will not fulfill requirements for everybody.

To mitigate this, we plan on implementing user-centered development cycles within our institution.

At the very core of RIXA’s development is the plugin system which still contains bugs and problems; however, most of them are minor. A major ongoing point is the development of many-to-many plugins and standalone plugins. The first one will enable private RIXA instances to connect to hosted plugins, e.g., to enable computationally extensive plugins as a service. The second could allow for ease of use e.g., an embeddings plugin could then provide a bash interface to generate embeddings from various sources.

While the plugin system has the main share in terms of development, the linchpin of RIXA is the LLM integration. As the development of LLMs is rapidly evolving, development in this area is never ending. New models and abilities appear regularly, and we strive to keep up with this evolution in respect to the core functionalities of RIXA. Due to the statistical nature and the opaqueness of LLMs, a lot of insights and potential improvements come from usage therefore ongoing changes are expected. Despite that, we currently have key areas in the LLM integration that get dedicated focus, the main one being spatial awareness of the models. In our experience, even the most state of the art LLMs are having great difficulties with this. The current pure text indication of where elements are is in our experience insufficient. Currently we are looking into better descriptions and/or other methods like grid systems or vision-based models. Additionally, the knowledge and state injection is of great importance. These involve relatively minor changes such as improved knowledge retrieval, better insight of the LLM into called functions, etc.

B. Future Work

Here we list ideas we will try to implement in the future. Not all of our ideas are listed. Development has already begun on some of them, but they are not integrated into RIXA yet.

A high-priority task, whose development should begin very soon, is a MoE (mixture of experts) approach to the LLMs. We aim to provide a dashboard that can meet the user’s need for cognition. E.g. a doctor and a patient or a banker and a credit applicant may very well use the same dashboard with the same underlying models. Their requirement in terms of used language, usage of sources, amount of information etc. can be very different. There are also potential use cases where some form of interpretation on the LLM side is desired (e.g. banking). To achieve this, we want to use LoRAs to steer the models. We strive for a stacked LoRA design where the multiple dimensions like subject matter, cognition need or similar are covered. We also hope that this research will help to lead the LLMs to more factual answers (i.e. less imagination).

Long term we envision usage outside a user-centered dashboard. RIXA could be extended with a standardized and human-centered evaluation platform for XAI. Many approaches are evaluated using technical metrics to compare to other approaches [53]. To offer a method of mitigating these problems, we envision a test platform that gives developers the ability to easily evaluate their methods. We could offer incorporated standardized tests and questionnaires, which would simplify the process for developers, requiring them only to implement a plugin. After that, they would already have a study system that is ready to be used. The standardization of tests would make the results easily comparable and replicable.

The user studies could even be conducted centrally and online, so developers submit their plugins and interested users could participate in the studies and try out different methods to evaluate them. The results should also be publicly accessible, so different methods can be compared.

Another idea is to make RIXA accessible and inclusive by incorporating text-to-speech and speech-to-text. Screen readers often rely on information given in a format without inclusivity in mind. With RIXA we have access to the origin of all information. Therefore, we would be able to facilitate a much deeper form of integration and interaction. We could not only recite what can be seen on the screen, but also use, for example, the data used to generate plots directly to convey information.

RIXA is work in progress and we do not have solutions for all our goals mentioned in Section III yet. We have to improve on end user friendliness in the usage and installation. Bias is another issue that our dashboard should address, but it is more of a psychological issue than a technical one. Lastly, we can still improve on data protection for example by incorporating ways to handle encrypted data or exploring ideas around differential privacy. We plan to provide different operating modes in the future for different criticality levels. In the next section we list our metrics for evaluating whether RIXA is a success.
C. Success Metrics

We think that a multimodal approach is superior to just one modality but we need to back this claim up. Also, we would like to give a more complete, quantifiable picture. How much better? Is that the same in all cases? Does the user prefer a multimodal approach? Does the user gain higher cognition? To answer these and other questions, we plan on conducting user studies to evaluate our work.

The first user study would preferably be conducted with participants who have little technical expertise. There we would compare RIXA to similar XAI approaches like dashboard only, chat only and combined approaches. We would compare them with two metrics: a subjective and an objective user experience. The subjective experience would measure how users perceive the explanation systems using for example the explanation satisfaction scale [54]. To measure the subjective experience, we would need a glass box model or fake classifier. We could then ask the participants questions with definitive answers about the model’s behavior and see which systems enable the users to achieve better results.

We would also like to conduct a more technical experiment where we ask programmers to integrate an existing XAI method into RIXA and a selection of other common dashboard-like-tools. We will then evaluate how they perceived the process for each tool. With this we can quantify how RIXA compares to other development tools. It will also help us gain valuable feedback and suggestions for improvement on the programmer-facing side of RIXA.

VI. Conclusion

We presented our idea for a novel, user-centric XAI dashboard. It should follow our 5 design goals: 1) End-User-Centered, 2) Extendable, 3) Conversational and interactive, 4) Inform, don’t interpret and 5) Data Protection and Transparency. We also showed the current state of RIXA, our implementation based on these design goals that is currently in progress. It consists of a natural language chat through which all important aspects of the dashboard can be controlled and a dashboard for visualizations. Users can ask all kinds of XAI or other questions in the chat. These can be answered directly in text or with visualizations displayed in the dashboard. XAI, at the moment, is a really technical field and directed to people with technical knowledge. We think that RIXA could make XAI more accessible to end users. With the integration of a natural language chat we want to make the dashboard usable by laypeople with no previous expertise in XAI or machine learning.

To confirm our stated goals, we will conduct user studies that evaluate how users perceive RIXA and how well they are able to understand a model with RIXA compared to similar approaches.
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Appendix

A. Counterfactual User Study

RIXA is currently in use for a user study. The study does not focus on evaluating RIXA itself but a method for calculating weighted counterfactuals and their benefits for users. The natural language chat is disabled for the study. A screenshot of the study setup can be seen in Figure 5. RIXA was used because it runs stably, is lightweight and it was easy to add a plugin for the evaluated method.

B. PhysicsGPT

RIXA can not only be used for XAI applications. Another application realized with RIXA is jokingly called PhysicsGPT. As the name suggests it is a chatbot that can help with physics questions. It uses the same idea of a natural language chat which can be combined with a dashboard for plots or visualizations. The chat gets additional physics knowledge from scraped Wikipedia articles which are added as context based on embeddings.
C. Additional Screenshots

Fig. 7. Additional information about a generated chat message

Fig. 8. RIXA's plugin manager
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